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WikiBiz.biz, a constellation of thoughts and solutions

The philosophy

The concept
Everyday, new “compliances” -a very large concept
that is covering all aspects of the management
considered as “beaux-arts” - are required : managing
business processes changes -physically and / or
virtually- are critically oppressing.
Becoming better constantly is a first individual
challenge for all of us before envisaging to face the
galloping global challenge !
The world population has taken the control of the
WEB and only the best prospectivists had predicted
such a rapid evolution (1) !
Because it has never been an epoch like that before,
we’ve created the WikiBiz.Biz concept.
It’s about setting the talents together. Talents from all
over the world for the reason of the burgeoning
opportunities multiplications and diversifications.
It’s like a “continuous economical spring”. And maybe,
will it stop most of the conflicts our world is still
suffering from !?

Your business is your business and it has its very
special own characteristics !
Being in need of assistance, why would you call for a
group having its own consultancy guidance, willing
your enterprise to use them for an innovative move ?
Paradoxical … don’t you think so ?
Well … a professional consultant, with the clear-sight
of a extended business experience, understands what
building the business -your business- has meant to
the entrepreneur you are.
That’s the reason why a “FBC>s advisor & coach”
starts looking at the valid best parts of it for keeping
the core business essentials into the next steps !
We’ll activate and catalyze the collaborators and
employees talents, adapt to new forms of
communication and computer technology, conduct a
rational change based on shared values, set
rejuvenated performances standards for moving
beyond the global economy challenge boosted by the
powerful digital reality ! To say it shortly, we’ll capture
the imagination embedded in your corporate culture
and inter-connected environment to feed the move
towards the most defendable future-based positioning!

A “continuous economical spring” needs excellent
staffs, executive pilots and top advisers.
Also, professors, scientists, researchers.
We’ll try to meet the most of them. We’ll make them
meeting each other. Face-to-face ideally in our
BIZ352 place or in some other places from time to
time or virtually thanks to the abundance of the
electronic means.
And then, will it be also about learning programs, and
assistance in our partners’ offices.
A visionary uniqueness is the unavoidable principle
for us and it will remain like this for ever.
Knowing the fine detail of corporate lives is the
ultimate for servicing and defining the really
innovative solution !
-------------------------------------------------------------

(1) Read “Internet 2020”, page 18 in FBC Business Magazine,
issue 4, June 2007
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Associated concepts or tags :
Vision
Strategy
Mission
Communication
Classification
Insourcing and outsourcing
Integration
Virtualization
Synchronization
Talent profiling and association
Project
Common semantic
Taxonomy
WEB2.0
Prospective
Etc.
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